Connecta
Helping redesign
traveler experiences
and rebuild revenue

In a changing world:
Make travel seamless
and more enjoyable
Connect the airport
journey for more revenue
Establish meaningful
traveler relationships

airportdimensions.com

Overcoming industry challenges

Working together, driving innovation

COVID-19 has forced change on the industry and airport operators now face some
of the greatest challenges in their history. But change had started long before the
global pandemic struck.

With Collinson, we have invested in leading scale up businesses such as Grab and
Inflyter as part of our drive for innovation. At the heart of our mission to improve
the airport experience is Connecta – a platform which brings together an integrated
branded relationship, loyalty and seamless e-commerce capability across the airport.

Per passenger NAR has dropped
10% in five years due to off airport
competitors and passenger fatigue1

Passengers are struggling with
information overload, using four to
six data sources across the journey2

But 38% say they could spend
more with more flexible shopping
options2

31% of travel is now with low cost
carriers, bringing new traveler
dynamics and behavior to the airport4

Over 70% of commercial ground
arrivals at some airports are now
from ride sharing companies3

Leveraging
global airport
and travel
expertise
Airport Dimensions, along
with our parent company
Collinson, have been
successfully managing
traveler loyalty and
airport experiences for
over 25 years.
We understand the
commercial and operational
needs of airports, including
how pre-flight time and
spaces are best used to
support revenue delivery.
This puts us in a unique
position to support recovery
plans and a return to
sustained long-term growth.
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Airport Dimensions design and
operate the largest independent
airport lounge network in the
United States
Priority Pass, operated by
Collinson, is the world’s largest
airport lounge program, providing
up to 5% of total passenger
traffic for some airports
Collinson support and manage
traveler loyalty for over 100 of
the world’s leading airlines,
hotels and airports
Collinson’s Mass Affluent
Traveler data and
knowledge base provides
unique insights into their
needs and behavior
Collinson Insurance and
Assistance divisions
keeps millions
of travelers
protected

Collinson are customer specialists. They help other businesses to
acquire, retain and monetize customers across four specialisms
of loyalty, travel experiences, insurance and assistance.
Collinson’s assistance team have been supporting getting travel
restarted by developing airport health testing services.

collinsongroup.com

Recognized worldwide as the largest and most prestigious
independent airport lounge program, Priority Pass provides
over 20m members a year access to over 1300 global airport
lounges and airport experiences.

prioritypass.com

Grab is the leading global platform to connect customers to
airport restaurants and retailers; offering mobile ordering,
kiosk and touchless kiosk and order at table services. Grab is
known as Servy in Asia and the Middle East.

getgrab.com

Inflyter connects airport retailers with travelers before they
leave home by enabling customers to purchase airport retail
and duty free products in-app or online with exclusive prices
and promotions. Convenient airport collection points include
digital, contactless smartlockers.

inflyter.com
airportdimensions.com
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How connecta improves journeys
and increases revenue

ADD A FLIGHT

For Your Journey

Order
Food

HOME

Order
Duty Free

SEARCH

ALERTS

Connecta is an e-commerce and relationship management
platform offering airports a fast and future-proofed approach
to engaging travelers and shaping performance. It combines
technology, relationship and commerce platforms designed
to support both travelers and airports, all accessible to the
user from their mobile phone.

My flight

My services / navigation

Offer reassurance with
details of upcoming flights,
along with gate, time and
status alerts.

Support and guide travelers
through their journey by
helping them navigate the
airport.

My duty free

My airport parking

Provide convenience and
increased basket value with
pre-selection, ordering and
purchase of duty free and
other travel retail offerings
while increasing spend.

Enable booking and
payment for Airport Parking
and transport services using
pre-promotion and assure
your revenue.

My food and beverage
Offer better service,
convenience and increased
spend through browsing,
ordering and collection of
food and beverage.

My lounge
Give travelers access to the
peace and tranquility of
exclusive lounges, on either
a purchased or membership
entitlement basis.

My status
Present travelers with new
benefits through paid or
earned status programs to
increase loyalty and NAR for
the airport.

My rewards
Reward travelers with points
used to pay for experiences
and services, incentivizing
incremental spend
across the airport.

Getting started
Connecta offers a scalable approach to deployment, designed to meet the needs
of airports at different stages of development and budgets.
Connecta can be deployed quickly for airports, jumpstarting engagement and
performance management. It allows airports to quickly capture and expand traveler
data, offering performance insights to deploy programs which recognize needs,
offer better experiences and drive increased non-aeronautical revenue.
The platform integrates with leading customer engagement platforms, such as
Salesforce Marketing Cloud, offering timely, contextual and highly personalized
dialogue. One which informs, supports and sells.

Fast
tracking your
relationship

of passengers are interested
in an airport relationship 1

42 %

of travelers say
communication is sent at
the wrong time 1

34 %

say that none of the
communication had value 1

1

Collinson Airport Experience Research 2019

CONNECTA OFFERS:
A best in class traveler
relationship platform to
bring the traveler closer to
your brand
Retail and F&B e-commerce
interfaces making spending
easier and touchless
Real-time dialogue and
communications for the
right message at the
right time

airportdimensions.com

95 %

Data insights and
performance dashboarding
driving a better traveler
understanding, now
and in the future
Best practice
relationship
management
support from a
team with over
25 years of
experience
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Scaling with your airport growth
Stepped approach to
development
Connecta supports a stepped
development strategy suited to
the differing needs and pace of
all airports.

Step 1

Rewarding behavior
Connecta facilitates a full suite of
reward and recognition tools, proven
to motivate performance. This includes
Pay-With-Points, offering travelers
seamless ways to reward themselves
and innovative paid elite memberships
driving benefits to travelers and
revenue to the airport.

Establish your relationship,
understand and start your
dialogue, enable a better
journey

Step 2
Ensure baseline
e-commerce, food and
duty free are top of most
travelers' lists

Step 3
Enhance your relationship,
with rewards, paid
recognition or other tools
that will manage
performance

Step 4
Connecting with global players
We recognize that some travelers will
want to transact through their preferred
FFPs and other programs. Connecta’s
e-commerce marketplace enables
millions of members from other
programs, such as airline FFPs, banks or
Priority Pass, to access the same services
across the airport, driving additional
revenue streams to the airport.

airportdimensions.com

Widen e-commerce across
all airport services and
experiences, making
access frictionless and
easy

Step 5
Connect other industry
players like airline FFPs to
your ecosystem, accessing
millions of new travelers
and their spending

Moving
forward
together
As travel restarts and airports focus on growth, keeping
travelers safe and rebuilding revenue, we believe that the
traveler journey and relationship will change for the better.
Airports will offer and travelers will expect the approaches we
see on main street and online; mobile first, data enabled and
connected relationships, integrating the physical and digital
experience to provide the services travelers want.
NEXT STEPS:

Plan your touchless airport journey. Ensure food and
retail ordering is safe, friendly and accessible for
wary travelers
Engage your concessions to develop the new integrated
marketing, e-commerce and commercial models to
support you both
Know your travelers. Talk, listen and capture data to
drive your relationship and understanding

Talk to us and request an Airport Experience Audit
Workshop to help identify the tactics and strategies
for a new traveler relationship
The Airport Experience Audit Workshop will
review your current traveler commercial
performance, existing data and relationship
assets. Together we will map out strategies
and tools to help you accelerate your traveler
relationship and performance.

airportdimensions.com/connecta
connecta@airportdimensions.com
airportdimensions.com

To learn more
about Connecta
or to request an
Airport Experience
Audit Workshop,
talk to us
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About Airport Dimensions
Airport Dimensions is a global leader in
airport lounges, dwell time and traveler
experience management.
We understand how pre-flight time,
the spaces we create and experiences
we present affect the quality of
travelers’ journeys. From a brief stopover
to a leisurely wait, we aim to deliver
the greatest value and satisfaction to
the traveler, the airport and other
airport users.

Feel free to reach out to us
airportdimensions.com
connecta@airportdimensions.com

By designing, building and operating
lounges and other airport experiences,
and bringing together both the digital
and physical aspects of the journey, we
seek to not only enrich a traveler’s
experience, but also help airports to be
more competitive, retain airlines and
generate more revenue.

airportdimensions.com

